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Video Tube v1.1 is scheduled to be released on Monday, April 28, 2008 and is currently being
field tested. It contains some bug fixes such as administrator edit function not working and some
blocks appearing twice based on certain templates. The major change is that all module
templates and database interaction functions have been updated so the module works with
XOOPS 2.0.16 and up PLUS it is now compatible with XOOPS 2.2.x sites. One new feature has
been added so Registered User's Submissions can be Auto Approved.

Video Tube is an XOOPS module that is part of CVD's KISS modules. KISS stands for Keep It
Simple Series. The module provides the ability to manage YouTube videos and display them on
your site taking advantage of the video embedding feature available through YouTube.

The module provides configurable display formats, user submission interface, admin interface
for reviewing and publishing videos, six different blocks including Random, Most Viewed and
Latest, and a Video Help page to assist visitors in making video submissions.
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